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Fairbanks: The Golden Heart City 
 

 

Sources of Fairbanks Information 

The following information was gathered and copied from many sources of information – books, 

pamphlets, brochures, flyers, handouts etc.  Much of it came from two publications, Fairbanks 

Self-Guided Downtown Walking Tour and Self-Guided Fairbanks Area Driving Tour, both by the 

Fairbanks Convention and Visitor’s Bureau.   Portions are from The Milepost.   All are offered 

here in a running format to provide information for the employees of Royal Celebrity Tours.  Let 

this information be the tools for creating a picture of life – past and present - in Alaska’s great 

interior. 
 

 

Land of Contrast 

Lying in the heart of Alaska’s great interior region, Fairbanks is a land of contrasts where you 

can experience the midnight sun in June and witness the beauty of the northern lights in 

December; where you can take a boat adventure on the Chena River in July and ride a dogsled 

along that same frozen waterway in February.  Throughout the Tanana Valley, the summer world 

is pure green and the winter world is pure white.  Spring lasts two weeks and winter lasts seven 

months.  In Fairbanks, temperatures regularly reach 70-80 degrees in the summer and plummet 

to minus 45 in the winter. Though the sun sets in the summer, Fairbanks experiences 24 hours of 

visible daylight.  In the winter the sun rises and sets, but most of life occurs in the dark; close to 

18 hours of darkness.   Summer is filled with the frenzy of life – mosquitoes, bees, butterflies, 

spiders, geese, sandhill cranes, robins, moose calves, ducklings and spawning salmon.    The 

frozen winter world is still and silent; silence interrupted only by the call of a raven or a 

chickadee. 
 

 

Introduction 

Fairbanks is tied with Juneau as the second largest city in Alaska, and Fairbanks and the 

surrounding Fairbanks North Star Borough is the second largest population center.  It began as a 

supply and service center at the turn of the twentieth century.  Numerous gold rush towns in the 

outlying valleys and hills supported Fairbanks as the hub of transportation, commerce and social 

life. It maintains this role today as the major supplier for all Interior and Arctic communities. 
 

 

In 1904, Fairbanks became the focal point for the miners working goldfields to the north.  All 

trails led to Fairbanks and the early pioneers came to purchase supplies, cash in gold pokes or 

socialize at one of the many saloons that sprang up in the young community.  Today, all roads 

still lead to Fairbanks.  People from the outlying communities come to stock up on supplies, take 

care of business and visit with friends. 
 

 

History 

The interior of Alaska, the region south of the Brooks Range and north of the Alaska Range, is an 

area of stark contrast that resisted exploration for a long time.   Long before Europeans and 

Russian explorers came to the area, Athabaskan Indians lived, fished and hunted along the shores 
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of the Yukon and Tanana Rivers. They forged an existence based on knowledge of the land and a 

respect for nature and the many challenges of an arctic environment. 
 

 

Speculation about the region came with the arrival of the Russians, but only after a U.S. military 

reconnaissance in the late 1880s did written accounts of Athabaskan lifestyles and descriptions of 

the regional geography reach the “outside world.”   Along with this information came tales of 

early gold strikes by Russian miners throughout the state.  This news brought many adventurers 

seeking fortune.  By 1900, about one hundred prospectors searched the hills of the Tanana Valley 

for gold.  Most prospected out of Dawson in the Yukon in Canada or out of Circle City on the 

Alaska side of the border. 
 

 

In 1897, Eldridge Truman Barnette made his first trip to the north-country and eventually ended 

up in Dawson City in the Yukon Territory where he worked for a short time.    In 1898, he 

returned to Montana, married Isabelle Cleary and then returned to the Yukon in 1899. 
 

 

E.T. Barnette entered into a partnership with another man to establish a trading post at Tanana 

Crossing (now called Tanacross near Tok, Alaska) to serve the Eagle Trail.   The Eagle Trail, 

which extended from Valdez to Dawson was gaining popularity as a route to Dawson. 
 

 

In 1900, Barnette went to San Francisco, bought $20,000 worth of supplies and shipped them to 

St. Michael where the Yukon River meets the Bering Sea.  He then went to Circle City, bought a 

steamboat and piloted down the Yukon River to St. Michael to pick up his supplies.  Soon after 

his arrival, a crew member took the boat into harbor and hit some submerged rocks, tearing out 

the bottom.   Barnette was desperate to move his supplies up the Yukon and onto the Tanana 

River.  Even though he was out of money, Barnette was able to convince Captain Charles Adams 

to make the trip. 
 

 

In order to pay Adams for the trip, Barnette entered into a partnership with a third man, James 

Causten, who agreed to pay the freight bill in exchange for 1/3 of all mining claims, proceeds 

from sales and properties.   That debt would cost Barnette dearly in the years to come.   The 

agreement between Barnette and Captain Adams was simple: they would go as far up the Tanana 

as possible and that is where Barnette and his supplies would be unloaded. 
 

 

The riverboat, the Lavelle Young, headed up the Yukon and Tanana Rivers to within 100 miles of 

his desired destination.  However, a combination of low water and the Bates Rapids near Delta 

Junction, halted the boat.  The sternwheeler captain then tried the Chena River thinking it might 

be a slough of the Tanana.  Finally, Adams reached a point along the river and said he had gone 

as far as he could. The boat pulled ashore on August 26, 1901 and the supplies were unloaded. 
 

 

At the same time, prospectors Felix Pedro and Thomas Gilmore were beginning a trek to Circle 

City for supplies when they saw the smoke from the Lavelle Young.   They headed toward the 

steamboat and were delighted to find company and supplies.   When Barnette heard that there 

were prospectors in the area, he decided to operate a trading post from this site until he could 
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move on to Tanacross.   Soon the little complex consisted of one cabin, a few tents and six 

people.   Before Adams left, Barnette gave him a letter to deliver to his brother-in-law, Frank 

Cleary, asking him to come north to help out with the new post. 
 

 

In February of 1902, Cleary arrived to assist Barnette with the trading post.   In March, the 

Barnettes left for Seattle on a supply run and left Cleary in charge of the post.    Barnette 

eventually obtained his needed supplies and made his way to St. Michael to begin his return trip. 
 

 

While in St. Michael, Barnette had the good fortune to meet a man by the name of Judge James 

Wickersham.   Wickersham was one of the most powerful men in Alaska.   He served as the 

District Judge for the Interior which covered 300,000 square miles.  Since Alaska was not yet a 

territory, most powers were assumed by the three district judges.   Wickersham had the Third 

Judicial District, headquartered in Eagle.   The two men quickly became friends.   The chance 

meeting led to a strong alliance between the judge and the businessman. That alliance ultimately 

assured the permanence of Barnette’s post. 
 

 

After their discussion, Barnette headed up the Yukon on the way back to his trading post.  On the 

way up the river, he heard some very encouraging news: Felix Pedro had struck it rich.   The 

Fairbanks gold rush was soon to follow. 
 

 

About this time, Wickersham called on Barnette to name the new post Fairbanks.   Charles 

Fairbanks was a powerful U.S. Senator from Indiana.  Wickersham wanted to win territorial and 

later statehood status for Alaska and he felt that this was best done by getting powerful members 

of Congress on his side.  Barnette agreed and in return, Wickersham promised to do everything 

he could to help Barnette succeed. 
 

 

Later, Charles Fairbanks became vice president under Theodore Roosevelt.  By November, 1903, 

Fairbanks was an incorporated city and Barnette was elected the first mayor.   In 1904, Judge 

Wickersham moved the Third Federal District Court from Eagle to Fairbanks.  With the move, 

the gold camp’s potential to become a permanent community vastly improved. 
 

 

By 1905, gold production had risen to six million dollars per year and Fairbanks was home to 

thousands of people.  It had a power plant, electricity and sewer service, a school, police and fire 

protection, a hospital, a three-story “skyscraper,” saloon, stores and a “red light” district. 
 

 

Early Fairbanks survived food shortages in the winter of 1902 and 1903, a flood in 1905 and a 

fire that wiped out downtown in 1906.    The pioneer spirit and determination of Fairbanks’ 

settlers rebuilt the city, making it stronger each time. 
 

 

In 1908, James Wickersham became Alaska’s delegate to the U.S. Congress and immediately 

became involved in securing territorial status for Alaska.   In 1912, President Taft signed a bill 

officially creating the Territory of Alaska.   Three years later, Congress set aside lands in the 
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Tanana Valley for a land-grant college which is now the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, and 

authorized the construction of the Alaska Railroad which brought new life to the community. 
 

 

By 1909, the community had all the comforts of modern society.  Gold production had reached 

10 million dollars and the community was the largest in Alaska; its future was secured as the 

trading center for the Great Interior. 
 

 

Boom and Bust 

After the initial production of gold between 1901 and 1909, gold production dropped off and life 

in Fairbanks slowed down. 
 

 

It wasn’t until the big gold dredges began operating in the area in the 1920s that the next boom 

began. The completion of the Alaska Railroad in 1923 gave the Fairbanks Exploration Company 

a cost-effective means to bring in the heavy equipment required to begin large scale gold 

dredging operations.  By the 1940s, dredge operations began to slow down and not until World 

War II did the third boom arrive. 
 

 

In 1942 when the Japanese invaded the Aleutian Islands, the U.S. military began pumping 

millions of dollars into the Alaska economy.   During the building of the Alaska Highway, 

Fairbanks was a dispersal point for men and supplies.   The lend-lease program with Russia 

meant that U.S. planes and equipment were brought to Fairbanks where Russian pilots picked 

them up. 
 

 

The military buildup of the 1940s changed the face of Fairbanks forever.  Ladd Field, now Fort 

Wainwright, was  built as  a  cold-weather testing  station.     The  construction of  the Alaska- 

Canadian Military Highway (Al-Can, Alaska Highway) in 1942 brought soldiers and civilian 

workers to Alaska.  In four years, the military spent over $1 billion in Alaska and the population 

increased by 33%. 
 

 

The next big boom began in 1969 when an oil lease sale added $900 million to the state’s coffers 

making way for the construction of the trans-Alaska oil pipeline.  By the mid 1970s Fairbanks 

was again a boomtown. 
 

 

Will there be another boom?  What will it be?   Some believe it will be a natural gas pipeline. 

Only time will tell. 
 

 

Economy 

The city’s economy is linked to its role as a service and supply point for Interior and Arctic 

regions.   Fairbanks played a key role during construction of the Trans-Alaska pipeline in the 

1970s. The Dalton Highway (formerly the North Slope Haul Road) to Prudhoe Bay begins about 

75 miles north of town.  Extractive industries such as oil and mining continue to play major roles 

in the economy. 
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The government (including the military) is the largest employer in Fairbanks followed by the 

service industry, and the wholesale and retail trade industry.   Transportation, communications, 

utilities, construction, mining, manufacturing, wholesale trade and various other industries make 

up the rest of the jobs 
 

 

Government 

The Fairbanks area has two separate governments.    The city encompasses primarily the 

downtown business and residential district.   The Fairbanks North Star Borough (similar to a 

county) includes approximately 4.5 million acres. 
 

 

Statistics 
• 64 degrees north latitude 
• 125 miles south of the Arctic Circle 
• 120 miles north of Denali Park 
• 360 north of Anchorage via the Parks Highway. 
• 2,305 miles north of Seattle. 
• 436 feet above sea level. 
• Population of Fairbanks is approximately 31,535. The Fairbanks North Star Borough 

(similar to a county) including Fairbanks has a population of approximately 97,581. 
• Fairbanks North Star Borough is approximately 4.5 million acres, about the size of New 

Jersey. 
 

 

Weather 

Fairbanks lies between two mountain ranges: the Brooks Range to the north and the Alaska 

Range to the south. This basin effect presents Fairbanks and the surrounding areas with a unique 

weather pattern.  In the summer, Fairbanks is usually 10-20 degrees warmer than any other place 

in the state.  The Interior basks in nearly 21 hours of daylight and 70 degree temperatures are the 

norm.   It is not uncommon to have a few days where the thermometer reaches 85-90 degrees. 

Frequent late afternoon thunderstorms can spark lightning strikes, the number one cause of 

wildfires in Alaska. 
 

 

Summer is 100 days of biking, boating, baseball, golf and a myriad of other outdoor activities. 

Gardens are abundant with huge vegetables and the Farmer’s Market is open for local farmers to 

sell everything from potatoes to carrots and squash to cabbage the size of basketballs.  Flowers 

brighten the city and the aspen, birch, spruce and willow trees throughout the region turn the hills 

a brilliant green, dotted by colorful wildflowers. 
 

 

That same basin effect that creates the beautiful summers also affects winter.  Cold air tends to 

hover over the city while the warm air clings to the hills.  The mountains block the wind and the 

cold can sit over the Interior until a strong low-pressure system passes through and pushes the 

cold air out, making way for snow.  The days grow shorter, with less than four hours of daylight 

between November 18 and January 24.  The trees, stripped bare of leaves, are covered with snow 

and/or hoarfrost (frozen dew that forms a white coating on everything and is light enough to 
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blow off).    The first snowfall, usually in mid-October, covers the ground in white where it 

remains until the April thaw. 
 

 

Fairbanks is considered a desert climate. Annual precipitation is 10.4 inches, with an annual 

average snowfall of 65.5 inches.    The record for snowfall is 147.3 inches set the winter of 

1990-1991. 
 

 

Daylight and Temperatures 

On June 21, the longest day of the year, the sun rises in Fairbanks at 1:59 AM and sets at 11:48 

PM giving Fairbanks 21 hours and 49 minutes of sunlight.  The nights in late May through July 

are only twilight since the sun does not dip far below the horizon; thus Fairbanks is in “the land 

of the midnight sun.” 
 

 

Because Fairbanks is illuminated with nearly 24 hours of sunlight on July 4, fireworks are not 

usually a part of the Independence Day celebration.    Instead, Fairbanksans celebrate with 

fireworks under the winter sky on New Year’s Eve. 
 

 

Many Fairbanksans celebrate the summer by planting bountiful amounts of flowers.   These 

flowers thrive in the midnight sun and often grow to larger than normal size.   Not only do the 

flowers flourish but vegetables sometimes reach record sizes.  The Tanana Valley State Fair has 

had cabbages as large as 63.5 pounds.  July temperatures average 62F with a record high of 99F 

recorded in July, 1919. 
 

 

The northern latitudes gain or lose sunlight at a rate of 3 to 8 minutes a day or about an hour a 

week.  The effect is very dramatic and readily discernible.  During the winter months, the sun 

barely breaches the horizon.  Sunrise is around 10:30 AM and sunset is about 2:30 PM. On the 

shortest day of the year, December 21st, there are only three hours and 42 minutes of daylight. 
 

 

January temperatures range from -2F to -19F. The lowest temperature ever recorded is 

-66F on January 14, 1934.  In June and early July, daylight lasts 21 hours and the nights are only 

twilight. 
 

 

Life in the Fairbanks Area 

Life in the Fairbanks area brings with it some unusual features and challenges. 
 

 

Because most new building sites are outside city sewer and water management areas, people 

must find alternative methods for bringing water to their homes.  The cost of drilling a well is 

high and the chances of getting poor water are good.  The water could have a bad taste, be high 

in arsenic or extremely high in iron depending upon the area.  As a result, many homeowners 

install 1,500 to 2,000 gallon water tanks.  These tanks are buried beside the home. A pump pulls 

the water inside for use.  Water delivery companies such as Pioneer Wells or Water Wagon fill up 

the tanks for around 7 cents a gallon delivered.  A two person household usually fills a 1,500 

gallon tank approximately once a month.  The homeowner can call the company every time they 
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need water or the company will place the home on automatic fill.    There are also “filling 

stations” where people can pull in a pickup truck with a 50 to 150 gallon tank in the back, fill up 

and then transfer the water to the underground holding tank at home. 
 

 

Many  homeowners  choose  to  live  an  even  less  luxurious  lifestyle.      In  the  countryside 

surrounding Fairbanks are many small (12’X16’,16’X24” etc.) cabins that do not have running 

water, central heat or plumbing.  In some instances, they do not have electricity.  People choose 

this lifestyle either because their budget dictates or because they find it a satisfying way to live. 

Water is hauled to the cabin in five gallon jugs.  Wood or fuel (propane or a heating fuel) stoves 

are used for warmth and cooking.   Outhouses provide the “plumbing.”   Though some may 

consider this a “simpler” lifestyle, it is physically demanding. 
 

 

Cabin dwellers, living off the utilities grid, can take the traditional pan baths or purchase showers 

in town at either laundromats or recreation centers.    Some laundromats offer “one stop 

shopping.”  A person can get a shower, fill up jugs from coin operated machines that dispense 

five gallons of water and do the laundry all at one location. 
 

 

When building a home, the presence of permafrost – permanently frozen ground – is a real 

consideration.  Ideally, permafrost should not be within 18 feet of the surface. Waste heat from a 

structure can penetrate that deep causing the ground to thaw and the home to sink or split. 

Construction companies drill holes to insure that the lot is permafrost free.   Looking at the 

location of the building site and the vegetation that grows there are also good indicators of 

permafrost. The presence of black spruce in low lying areas usually indicates permafrost. White 

spruce and birch growing in high areas or up-slope are usually safe building locations.   If 

permafrost is likely, building design may include lifting the home up on stilts or pilings so that 

waste heat can dissipate before reaching the ground. 
 

 

On the coldest of days in the Tanana Valley, ice fog can be hazardous.   Ice fog occurs when 

moisture in the air freezes and remains near the ground.  It can become so thick that buildings are 

completely shrouded and it is difficult to know if a car is in front of you.  Ice fog is a factor of 

water particles, cold weather and temperature inversions that keep cold air trapped near the 

ground.   Because of the hill and valley nature of the region, inversions are heightened when 

temperatures drop below -20F.    During inversions, pollution levels in low lying areas can 

become extremely high.  To reduce pollution levels, motorists are encouraged to “plug-in” when 

temperatures reach 20F. 
 

 

Plug-in posts are a common feature in Fairbanks.   Short electrical cords hanging off the front 

grill of vehicles are also common sites.   The two work together to keep vehicles rolling and 

pollution reduced when temperatures drop.   Vehicles in Fairbanks are equipped with battery 

blankets or plates, oil pan heaters and/or engine block heaters.  At temperatures below 20F, air 

pollution is reduced if the fluids are pre-warmed.   In addition, at extremely low temperatures, 

vehicles must be plugged in just to start.   On days when the temperatures are -20F to -45F, 

vehicles may need two to four hours of plug-in time. 
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Schools operate despite the extreme winter temperatures.   Parents are allowed to keep their 

children home when the temperature drops below –50F.  School buses are equipped with strobe 

lights on the roof to make them more visible in the dense ice fog.  On rare occasions when ice 

fog is extremely bad or roads are glazed in ice, school buses don’t operate and the schools close. 

Elementary children are allowed to take recess outside until the temperature reaches -20F. 
 

 

The special challenges of living in the far north are rewarded on clear, cold, still nights when the 

northern lights dance across the sky.    The northern lights or the aurora borealis appear as 

curtains of multicolored light that grace the northern sky.   The aurora borealis is caused by 

charged particles of solar wind that fall through the atmosphere towards the earth near its 

magnetic poles.   The particles excite gas molecules in the upper atmosphere producing an 

electrical discharge which we see as light.  This reaction is similar to what happens inside a neon 

light.  The northern lights can be seen in every color of the rainbow.  The most prominent colors 

range from green to yellow to white.    The crystal clear winter nights in Fairbanks and 

geographical proximity to the North Pole create excellent viewing conditions from late August 

into April. They are a welcome feature of life in the far north. 
 

 

Breakup is a time when winter snow pack begins to disappear. The snowmelt which can be rapid 

due to the quickly increasing daylight and warmth can cause storm drains to overflow and large 

puddles to form in the city streets.  Throughout the borough, dirt roads and driveways can turn 

into muddy quagmires forcing people to park and walk to reach their homes.  April and May are 

welcomed and beautiful months in the Fairbanks area.  It is when winter finally gives way to a 

quick burst of spring and the pleasures of summer, however getting through those months can be 

a messy and muddy affair that calls for breakup boots, door mats and plenty of patience. 


